DAV1221 valves ( FEATHERING)
Stackable utilizing one one common and exhaust port with one standard bolt length
Various bankable applications (wet line kits, dump pump controls, Muncipal snowplow vehicles, dump bodies ,
refuse vehicles etc..)
Offset handles allows for a very clean installation that reduces labor costs.
0-120 PSI proportional control
able to stack the valves into bankable configurations
Various bent handles for installation
Options:
Lit knobs for all driving conditions even at night
Neutral detent
3 position detent ( raise, lower, neutral)
Detent clip
Spacer to accept various straight handle configurations
Magnifying cap and decal clearly shows functions and control instructions
PNEUMATIC JOYSTICKS ( FEATHERING )
Features a compact assembly of two DAV1221 pneumatic valves allowing single operation of valve function
with one lever, capable of articulating 360 degrees.
Applications- front end loaders, roll offs, municipal snowplow trucks
Available with various mounting plates for aftermarket and OEM.
Available with lit knobs, electric handle grips as well as détente option for a float function.
Options heavy duty design
Non rotating design for the electric handle grips and lit knobs
Dump Pump Actuators
Direct mount air shift cylinders for various hydraulic dump pumps.
Allows proportional control for lowering dump bodies and end dump trailets etc..utilizng air controls.
Less installation time and or low maintenance saving overall costs
Hydraulic valve actuators
The ASC series actuators are designed to control the closing and opening of the hydraulics valves by installing
an pneumatic shift cylinder to the end of the hydraulic spool
efficent cost effective to control cables and or electric systems saving on troubleshooting and service
maintenance issues associated with cable controls- freezing grease less etc..
Balanced areas for true proportional control
Simple installation without outside moving parts
Die Zinc cast alloy material to deter corrosion
Non binding
Compact size
Proportional control
Simple installation
Pre assembled for quick and simple installation
No exposed moving parts with Anti bind technology which allows years of service.
Compact size
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Consoles:
Control consoles are a two pc design for ease
Powder coated
Simple installation, cost savings and labor saving benefits
User friendly attractive design
Swivel Pedestals ( Ergo HD)
Innovaion and quality
Once the base is installed to the floor- the middle and top can be rotated to either the driver or passenger side
by unlocking the t handles.
Available in three standard heights -5" , 10" and 14"
Removable top and middle for easy access.
Configurable to hold up to 10 plus valves
Ease of installation to save on overall costs
Accepts round tubing through the base and middle to the top.
Ease of ordering with new EZ part numbers
User friendly
Powder coated
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